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Abstract: Humidity change in concrete is the leading cause of concrete shrinkage. Moreover, the
moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete is an essential parameter for assessing and predicting
the internal moisture content of concrete. However, there is a lack of theoretical construction and
experimental studies on the effect of different conditions, especially different constraints, on the
moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete. Therefore, the internal humidity, pore structure parameters,
and basic mechanical properties of concrete under different strength grades C30, C40, C50, and C60
(C stands for concrete and numbers indicate the strength class of the concrete), curing environments
(dry and sealed curing conditions), and constraints were tested in this study. In addition, a calculation
model of concrete’s internal humidity and humidity diffusion coefficient was established. The
research findings show that the internal humidity of concrete decreased with age due to hydration
and drying. External humidity had a significant effect on the moisture change of concrete, and the
lower the external humidity, the larger the humidity diffusion coefficient and the faster the internal
humidity of concrete decreases. Reinforcement (confinement) changes the pore structure parameters
of the concrete, which in turn affects the transport of moisture within the concrete. The higher the
reinforcement rate, the larger the pore structure parameters of the concrete, the larger the humidity
diffusion coefficient, and the faster the concrete humidity decreases. The method proposed in the
study can accurately predict the internal humidity of concrete using the humidity diffusion coefficient.
The research results are a reference for preventing concrete shrinkage and cracking in construction.

Keywords: internal concrete moisture; concrete moisture diffusion coefficient; pore structure

1. Introduction

Concrete has become the most widely utilized construction material worldwide due to
its advantages, namely ease of access to materials, ease of molding, durability, low energy
consumption, and ease of compositing with other materials. The inspection results of the
US National Cooperative Highway Research Program indicate that in 1995, approximately
100,000 concrete bridge deck slabs exhibited penetrating cracks at 1–3 m intervals within
one month after the concrete was poured [1]. In China, the problem of concrete cracking is
crucial. Survey results indicate that for transportation facilities, ranging from bridges and
pavements to seaport engineering structures along the coast and from civil and commercial
buildings to industrial buildings, concrete cracking is exceedingly prevalent, and this
research problem has attracted extensive attention from the engineering community in
recent years [2–4]. China’s concrete structures have been exposed to numerous problems
associated with cracking during construction and operation, and the service life of many
concrete structures is much lower than their design life, with cracks appearing within
3–5 years in some scenarios, and in other scenarios, the cracks exceeded the permissible
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crack widths even before the concrete structures were formally utilized, causing immense
economic losses [5,6].

The shrinkage deformation of concrete Is one of the main characteristics of early-age
concrete, and the low water-to-cement ratio, high compactness, high fluidity, and large
amount of mineral admixtures exhibited by modern concrete may further increase the early
deformation of concrete [7–10]. Due to the continuous improvements in the mechanical
properties of concrete materials and structural design methods, cracks caused by direct
loading rarely occur in concrete structures under normal usage [11–13]. The mainstream
structural design method is largely based on the strength criterion for the design of struc-
tures, and concrete is regarded as a uniform, stable material with fixed strength. Therefore,
its early instability and deformation characteristics are not considered in the design; conse-
quently, the indirect effects (i.e., shrinkage, temperature, and deformation) considerably
influence concrete cracking.

According to capillary pore stress theory, concrete shrinkage is mainly attributable to
the capillary pore stress produced on the pore wall after the internal water is consumed [14].
Due to cement hydration and humidity diffusion, the internal humidity of concrete grad-
ually decreases. Once the relative humidity begins to decrease, capillary pore tension is
triggered, and the scale of the capillary pore tension then controls the macroscopic shrink-
age deformation of the concrete; thus, the internal humidity change rule of concrete is
necessary for analyzing concrete shrinkage deformation [15,16]. In an experimental study
on the internal humidity of concrete, Persson [17] measured the changes in the humid-
ity of concrete specimens exposed to air, immersion curing, and sealed conditions and
established a simulation formula based on the water–cement ratio, cement hydration, or
age. Kim et al. [18] used the sealed dry specimens to measure the humidity diffusion of
concrete with different water–cement ratios and the internal humidity changes caused
by cement hydration. The results indicated that the humidity decrease in concrete with
a high water–cement ratio was mainly due to humidity diffusion, and the humidity de-
crease caused by cement hydration in concrete with a low water–cement ratio was more
significant. Nillsson et al. [19] tested and measured the change rule associated with the
relative humidity of concrete in seawater and natural environments. Andrade et al. [20]
tested concrete exposed to outdoor temperature and humidity conditions. Parrot [21] and
Nillsso et al. [19] experimentally measured the relative humidity in concrete specimens
exposed to the natural environment or seawater.

The moisture diffusion coefficient is commonly utilized by researchers to predict the
variation pattern of moisture inside concrete [22,23]. Most researchers have utilized a linear
diffusion equation to predict moisture diffusion [24–26], which considers the moisture
diffusion coefficient as a constant, and the obtained results exhibit some deviation from the
experimental tests [27]. The rate of pore water migration in concrete is dependent on the
pore structure characteristics and the cement paste distribution. Moreover, it is also closely
related to the water in the pore space [28–30]; therefore, the moisture diffusion in concrete
is highly nonlinear. Experimental studies have confirmed that the moisture diffusion
coefficient is a function of the water–cement ratio and the maturity of the concrete and that
linear equations are not applicable to the solution of the moisture transport problem of
concrete [31]. Ayano [32] utilized the slice weighing method to obtain the water content of
specimens at different ages and positions and assumed that the diffusion coefficient was an
exponential equation related to the loss of water dispersion; thus, the researcher solved the
nonlinear diffusion equation by combining the residual method and the nonlinear least
squares method. Sakata and Kuramoto [33] and Akita et al. [34] calculated the diffusion
coefficient by performing the Boltzmann transform on the diffusion equation, and the
results were consistent with the experimental results obtained by Bazant and Najjar [31]
using the slice method. In addition to the aforementioned studies, some scholars have
recently utilized nonlinear diffusion equations to predict the moisture diffusion pattern
of concrete [35–37]. However, the number of studies is overall insufficient for identifying
a method with generalization to the vast majority of cases. Therefore, research on the
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theoretical solution of the concrete moisture field using a nonlinear method to validate the
accuracy of the method under as many environmental conditions as possible is required.

Notably, the effect of confinement on moisture diffusion in concrete has been neglected
by researchers. In engineering practice, concrete is always restrained by reinforcement.
Studies have revealed that when lateral restraints are used to limit the expansion of con-
crete containing an expansive agent, the porosity, average pore diameter, and porosity
content of concrete with lateral restraint can be reduced compared to those without lateral
restraint [38,39]. Reinforcing steel inhibits the shrinkage effect of concrete and reduces the
volume reduction due to shrinkage [40–45]. Therefore, a reasonable inference is that rein-
forcement changes the pore structure of concrete under shrinkage. However, at present, the
exact effect is not clear. The pore structure of concrete is an important channel for moisture
transport, and changes in the pore structure will likely lead to changes in the moisture
transport pattern of concrete. Therefore, research on the effect of steel reinforcement on the
pore structure of concrete and the moisture transport law is crucial.

Therefore, in this study, the internal humidity, pore structure, and basic mechanical
properties of concrete with different strength grades (C30, C40, C50, and C60), curing
environments (dry curing and sealing curing), and constraints were tested using a self-
developed testing device, and the calculation model for the internal humidity of concrete
and the moisture diffusion coefficient was established. The study revealed the changing
rule of the humidity diffusion coefficient of concrete under different external environmental
conditions and constraints and elucidated the effect of the internal pore structure of concrete
on the moisture transport characteristics of concrete.

2. Theoretical Modeling

The method of calculating the moisture diffusion coefficient is derived in this study to
analyze the moisture of concrete. Due to the rate of cement hydration and water diffusion
in concrete being relatively slow, the relationship between internal humidity and water
content in concrete can be approximated as linear [31,34,46,47]. Under test conditions,
concrete undergoes humidity exchange in three dimensions (x, y, and z); thus, the humidity
transport is three-dimensional. To simplify the calculation, the concrete is regarded as
homogeneous and the humidity transport to be the same in the x, y, and z directions.
Therefore, the moisture diffusion equation inside concrete due to drying action can be
written as follows based on Fick’s second law:

∂Hd
∂t

=
∂

∂x
(3D

∂Hd
∂x

) = 3D
∂2Hd
∂x2 (1)

where Hd denotes the humidity reduction due to the drying effect, t denotes the drying
time, x denotes the distance of the interior of the concrete from the drying surface, and D
denotes the concrete diffusion coefficient.

In the past, Equation (1) has been solved using the finite difference method, which
simplifies the solution process; however, the interpretation of its calculation results is more
complicated and should be facilitated by corresponding software programming. Therefore,
this study attempts to solve Equation (1) using a Fourier transform.

Herein, only the outward diffusion of the concrete humidity is considered: the reverse
of the humidity into the concrete is ignored. Therefore, in the humidity diffusion pro-
cess, which follows the inside concrete–outside concrete direction, the concrete diffusion
coefficient D must be greater than 0. Subsequently, let

3D = a2 (2)

where a denotes the parameter used for the calculation.
The Hd can be expressed as:

Hd = u + He (3)
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where u denotes the change in humidity inside the concrete due to moisture diffusion, and
He denotes the ambient humidity of the concrete.

The concrete internal humidity is a function of space and time Hd (x,t); therefore, its
boundary conditions can be expressed as follows:

Hd(x, 0) = H0
Hd(0, t) = He
Hd(∞, t) = H0

(4)

where H0 denotes the initial humidity inside the coagulation.
Subsequently, the boundary condition of Equation (3) is expressed as follows:

u(x, 0) = H0− He
u(0, t) = 0
u(∞, t) = H0− He

(5)

Subsequently, the following equation is obtained:
ut − a2uxx = 0 (0 < x < ∞, t > 0)
u(x, 0) = H0 − He (0 ≤ x < ∞)

u(0, t) = 0

(6)

where ut denotes the first-order partial derivative of the internal concrete humidity with
respect to t and uxx denotes the second-order partial derivative of the internal concrete
humidity with respect to x.

Notably, Equation (6) represents a semi-infinite boundary problem, and to solve it,
it should be transformed into an infinite boundary problem, which can be expressed
as follows:

U =

{
u 0 < x < ∞
u −∞ < x < 0

(7)

where U denotes the change in humidity due to humidity diffusion considering infinite
boundary conditions.

Subsequently, we obtain

U(x, 0) = ϕ(x) =


H0 − He 0 <x < ∞
0 x = 0
−H0 + He −∞ < x < 0

(8)

where ϕ(x) denotes the change in humidity at each location at the initial moment due to
humidity diffusion.

Consequently, the following equation is obtained:{
Ut − a2Uxx = 0 (−∞ < x < ∞, t > 0)
U(x, 0) = ϕ(x) (−∞ ≤ x < ∞)

(9)

Setting
U(x, t) = X(x)T(t) (10)

where Ut denotes the first-order partial derivative of the internal moisture diffusion of
concrete with respect to t under infinite boundary conditions, Uxx denotes the second-order
partial derivative of the internal moisture diffusion of concrete with respect to x under
infinite boundary conditions, X(x) denotes the change in humidity induced by the internal
moisture diffusion of concrete on the x scale under infinite boundary conditions, and T(t)
denotes the change in humidity induced by the internal moisture diffusion of concrete on
the t scale under infinite boundary conditions.
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Subsequently,

X(x)
∂T
∂t
− a2 ∂2X

∂x
T(t) = 0 (11)

Namely,
T′
T

= a2 X′′

X
(12)

Setting

a2 X′′

X
= a2κ (13)

where κ denotes the computational parameter.
Consequently, {

T′ + κa2T = 0
X′′ + κX = 0

(14)

From Equation (14), we obtain the following equation:

T = Ae−κa2t (15)

Order
κ = α2 (16)

Subsequently, the solution of Equation (14) is as follows:

X = A1 cos αx + B1 sin αx (17)

At this point, α can assume any value, and Uα satisfies the superposition principle,
namely

U = ∑ Uα (18)

Therefore,

Uα =

∞∫
−∞

Uαdα =

∞∫
−∞

(A1 cos αx + B1 sin αx)e−α2a2Tdα (19)

where Uα denotes the change in humidity induced by the diffusion of humidity within the
concrete on the α scale under infinite boundary conditions.

From the initial conditions, when t = 0,

∞∫
−∞

Uαdα =

∞∫
−∞

(A1 cos αx + B1 sin αx)e−α2a2Tdα = ϕ(x) (20)

From Fourier transforms, we obtain the following equations:

A1 =
1

2π

∞∫
−∞

cos αxϕ(x)dα (21)

B1 =
1

2π

∞∫
−∞

sin αxϕ(x)dα (22)

where A1, B1 denote the Fourier coefficients of the function Uα.
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Subsequently,

U(x, t) = 1
2π

∞∫
−∞

ϕ(ζ)[
∞∫
−∞

(A1 cos αx + B1 sin αx)e−α2a2Tdα]dζ

= 1
2π

∞∫
−∞

ϕ(ζ)e−
(ζ−x)2

4at dζ
(23)

Further simplification yields the following expression:

U(x, t) =
2(H0 − He)√

π

x
2a
√

t∫
0

e−ζ2
dζ (24)

The above Equation (24) includes the term “error function” which is a nonfundamental
function in mathematics, namely

er f (x) =
2√
π

x∫
0

e−ζ2
dζ (25)

Subsequently, Equation (24) can be expressed as

U(x, t) = (H0 − He)er f (
x

2a
√

t
) (26)

Consequently, we obtain

u = U(0 < x < ∞) = (H0 − He)er f (
x

2a
√

t
) (27)

From the assumptions of Equation (3), the following equation is obtained:

Hd = He − (H0 − He)er f (
x

2
√

3Dt
) (28)

Considering the form of the error function, the error function does not exhibit an
original function and cannot be solved by the classical Newton–Leibniz formula, but only
an approximate calculation can be performed. Currently, commonly utilized computational
methods include the complex trapezoidal product method [10,48] and the hyperbolic tan-
gent function approximation method [49]. Herein, the results obtained from the hyperbolic
tangent function approximation calculation method are utilized to approximate the error
function; subsequently, Equation (28) can be expressed as follows:

Hd = He − (He − H0)tanh[1.12838
x

2
√

3Dt
+ 0.10277(

x
2
√

3Dt
)

3
] (29)

Therefore, if the initial internal humidity, external ambient humidity, and the humidity
diffusion coefficient of the concrete are obtained, the humidity distribution inside the
concrete can be calculated using Equation (29).

Generally, the ambient humidity to which the concrete is subjected and the initial
internal humidity are easily obtained. Therefore, to solve Equation (29), the value of the
moisture diffusion coefficient D for concrete should be determined.

Synthesizing existing research results, the Boltzmann transform is applied herein to
solve the diffusion coefficient inversely. When the concrete is dry on both sides except in
the x-direction (no water loss on the bottom surface of the specimen), based on the linear
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relationship between internal humidity and moisture in concrete and Fick’s second law, the
following expression is applicable:

∂Hd
∂t

=
∂

∂x
(D

∂Hd
∂x

) + 2
∂

∂y
(D

∂Hd
∂y

) + 2
∂

∂z
(D

∂Hd
∂z

) (30)

Introducing the variable η

η =
x√

t
(31)

Let y = αx and z = βx; subsequently, Equation (30) can be expressed as follows:

−1
2

η = (1 + 2α−2 + 2β−2)
∂

∂Hd
[D(Hd)

∂Hd
∂η

] (32)

Integrating Equation (32) between H and H0 yields the following equation:

D = [

H0∫
H

1
2

ηdHd]

[
(1 + 2α−2 + 2β−2)

∂Hd
∂η
|H
]−1

(33)

From the test conditions, the dimensions of the specimen in the x, y, and z directions
are 200 mm × 200 mm × 1000 mm; subsequently, we obtain α = 1 and β = 5.

Consequently, the moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete under test conditions can
be expressed as follows:

D =
1

3.08

H0∫
H

1
2

ηdHd

[
∂Hd
∂η
|H
]−1

(34)

Therefore, from the experimentally obtained Hd and the relationship between Hd and
η, the humidity diffusion coefficient of the concrete can be calculated using Equation (34),
as can the internal humidity of the concrete.

In previous studies, the variation in internal humidity with age under sealed and dry
conditions was experimentally obtained for each concrete grade. Therefore, the moisture
diffusion coefficient of concrete can be obtained by inverting Equation (34). The decrease
in humidity in concrete is due to a combination of cement hydration and drying effects.
Therefore, in calculating the moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete, the moisture drop
due to concrete hydration should be deducted from the total moisture reduction.

Because the discrete humidity values obtained from the tests cannot be directly substi-
tuted into Equation (34) to invert the moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete, this study
proposes a mathematical model for the relationship between Hd and η based on Akita’s
research results [34]; by approximating the fitting of the test results, the humidity value is
calculated as follows:

Hd = H0

[
1 + a− b

(0.5η + c)d

]
(35)

where a, b, c, and d denote the coefficients of the model. These coefficients can be obtained
by fitting the test results.

To validate theoretical model, we conduct experiments in the next section.

3. Experimental Design
3.1. Concrete Mixing Ratio

Past studies have confirmed that the various aspects of the performance of concrete of
different strengths differ significantly. Therefore, four commonly used concrete strengths
(C30, C40, C50, and C60) were selected to study the variation in their internal humidity
and humidity diffusion coefficient under different conditions. Cement, water, fly ash, sand,
coarse aggregate, and water reducing agent were used to prepare the concrete used for the
experiment and the amount of these materials required per cubic meter of the mixture was
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prepared, as shown in Table 1. The percentage content of SiO2, CaO, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO,
and SO3 in cement and fly ash is shown in Table 2. The specific surface area of cement and
fly ash were 3471 and 4680 cm2/g. The density was 3.10 and 2.22 g/cm3, respectively.

Table 1. Concrete mix proportion.

Concrete Cement
(kg/m3)

Water
(kg/m3)

Fly Ash
(kg/m3)

Sand
(kg/m3)

Coarse Aggregate
(kg/m3)

Water Reducing
Agent (kg/m3)

C30 336 195 69 705 1094 9.9
C40 365 185 65 685 1090 10.4
C50 394 175 61 665 1086 10.9
C60 423 166 58 645 1083 11.4

Table 2. Chemical compositions and physical properties of the cementitious materials.

Composition (%) Cement Fly Ash

SiO2 21.47 49.47
CaO 65.77 4.45

Al2O3 5.47 20.67
Fe2O3 4.28 14.32
MgO 1.44 1.17
SO3 0.52 1.40

3.2. Basic Concrete Performance Tests

To understand the basic mechanical properties of the ordinary and high-strength
concrete utilized herein, this study was conducted according to GB/T 50081-2002 [50];
thus, the cubic compressive strength, split tensile strength, and static compressive elastic
modulus of the concrete were tested.

The basic mechanical properties of concrete specimens were tested after 3, 7, and
28 days of curing. The specimens used for the basic mechanical tests were subjected to the
same curing conditions as those used for the moisture tests.

The test results of cubic compressive strength, split tensile strength, and static modulus
of elasticity of the concrete samples with four mixing ratios at different ages are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. Basic mechanical properties of concrete.

Basic
Properties

Concrete
Strength

Curing
Condition

Age (Days)

3 7 28

Cube
compressive

strength
(MPa)

C30
Dry 15.3 21.3 34.5

Sealed 17.1 21.4 39.5

C40
Dry 25.1 31.0 45.4

Sealed 27.0 32.0 48.5

C50
Dry 34.0 40.6 55.0

Sealed 36.5 42.0 56.5

C60
Dry 44.0 53.0 63.0

Sealed 46.5 59.4 68.0

Splitting
tensile

strength
(MPa)

C30
Dry 2.2 3.7 4.3

Sealed 2.4 4.1 4.4

C40
Dry 2.5 4.1 4.7

Sealed 2.7 4.2 4.7

C50
Dry 2.9 4.4 5.0

Sealed 3.1 4.5 5.1

C60
Dry 3.4 4.7 5.4

Sealed 3.5 4.9 5.6
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Table 3. Cont.

Basic
Properties

Concrete
Strength

Curing
Condition

Age (Days)

3 7 28

Static
modulus of

elasticity
(×104 MPa)

C30
Dry 1.6 1.7 2.9

Sealed 1.7 2.0 2.9

C40
Dry 1.8 2.1 3.0

Sealed 1.6 2.2 3.0

C50
Dry 2.0 2.3 3.1

Sealed 2.1 2.4 3.2

C60
Dry 2.5 2.5 3.2

Sealed 2.4 2.6 3.4

3.3. Concrete Internal Humidity and Shrinkage

The molds used to form the specimens discussed in this chapter were composed of
Plexiglas. The specimen dimensions were 200 mm × 200 mm × 1000 mm (width, height,
and length). Meanwhile, two pieces of 1 mm-thick Teflon film were placed at the bottom of
the mold to reduce the friction between the bottom of the specimen and the concrete.

The humidity inside the concrete was measured using a humidity sensor with a 3%
accuracy for relative humidity. The humidity sensor is a moisture-sensitive capacitance type,
which comprises polymer film capacitors, such as polystyrene, polyimide, and caseinate
acetate fiber. When the ambient humidity is altered, the dielectric constant of the moisture-
sensitive capacitor changes; thus, its capacitance also changes in proportion to the relative
humidity, from which the change in external humidity can be obtained. The humidity
sensors were placed 100 mm from the top surface of the concrete to test the humidity
changes inside the concrete. To install the humidity sensor inside the concrete, a PVC pipe
with an inner diameter of 20 mm and a thin PVC sheet covering the bottom end were used.
Two rectangular holes were cut close to the bottom of the PVC pipe to allow the sensors to
test the humidity inside the concrete. To prevent fresh concrete from flowing into the PVC
pipe during the pouring process, a thin steel pipe with an outer diameter of 20 mm was
inserted into the PVC pipe before pouring the concrete. The PVC and the thin steel pipes
were inserted 100 mm from the top surface of the mold before the concrete was poured.
When the concrete started to set, the thin steel pipe was pulled out, and the humidity sensor
was inserted into the PVC pipe. To prevent humidity exchange between the inside of the
PVC pipe and the outside environment, the top of the PVC pipe was sealed with a sealant
and a polyethylene film (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. RH test setup for the concrete (all the dimensions are in mm).

To measure the internal humidity and determine pore structure change rule of concrete
under different curing and external environments, two types of concrete curing methods
were designed, namely dry curing and sealed curing. For dry components, the external
humidity was set to 35, 50, and 65%. For the dry curing specimens, after the concrete
was first set and demolded and the installation of humidity sensors, the test began. For
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the sealed curing specimens, immediately after the installation of the moisture sensor, the
whole specimen was sealed on six sides with aluminum foil tape to prevent the exchange
of moisture between the concrete and the outside environment; thus, the humidity change
due to cement hydration was obtained.

To investigate the effect of constraints on the moisture of concrete, unconfined and
confined specimens were used in this study. In the restrained specimens, four reinforcement
bars were placed into four sides of the cross-sections of the restrained specimen to meet
the reinforcement ratio requirements (Figure 1). The modulus of elasticity of the steel bar
was 20.6 × 104 MPa, the yield strength was 400 × 104 MPa, and the ultimate strength
was 580 × 104 MPa. Specific experimental information is tabulated in Table 4 (without
constraints) and Table 5 (with constraints). All the components were tested at a room
temperature of 25 ◦C. The internal humidity of the concrete test lasted for a total of 28 days.
The internal humidity data of the concrete were automatically read and recorded by a
computer every 0.5 days. Three specimens of each type were evaluated, and the data
analyzed in the following sections were derived from the average of the data obtained from
three specimens under the same test conditions.

Table 4. List of experiments under unconstrained conditions.

No. Concrete Strength External Humidity (%) Curing Condition

C30-35 C30 35 Dry
C30-50 C30 50 Dry
C30-65 C30 65 Dry

C30-Sealed C30 - Sealed
C40-35 C40 35 Dry
C40-50 C40 50 Dry
C40-65 C40 65 Dry

C40-Sealed C40 - Sealed
C50-35 C50 35 Dry
C50-50 C50 50 Dry
C50-65 C50 65 Dry

C50-Sealed C50 - Sealed
C60-35 C60 35 Dry
C60-50 C60 50 Dry
C60-65 C60 65 Dry

C60-Sealed C60 - Sealed

Table 5. List of experiments under constraints.

No. Concrete Strength External
Humidity (%)

Reinforcement
Ratio (%)

Curing
Condition

Reinforcement Bar
Diameter (mm)

C30-65-1 C30 65 1.14 Dry 12
C30-65-3 C30 65 3.24 Dry 20
C30-65-6 C30 65 6.56 Dry 28
C60-65-1 C60 65 1.14 Dry 12
C60-65-3 C60 65 3.24 Dry 20
C60-65-6 C60 65 6.56 Dry 28

3.4. Pore Structure Test

This study was conducted to test the pore structure parameters of concrete of different
strength classes and different ages (3 days, 7 days, and 28 days) to reveal the relationship
between pore structure and humidity and humidity diffusion coefficient. The pore structure
of concrete specimen blocks can be analyzed using mercury-in-pressure (MIP); thus, some
concrete pore structure parameters, such as porosity, mean pore size, and median pore size
can be obtained.
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For porosity testing, the samples used were obtained from specimens of the same
concrete grade and curing conditions as the specimens tested for internal moisture. When
the test age was attained, the specimen was removed, and the concrete on the specimen was
drilled with a drilling machine. Afterward, the specimen was crushed, and after removing
the coarse aggregate, it was placed in acetone to terminate the cement hydration process.
Before starting the test, the specimens were dried in a high-temperature vacuum (>150 ◦C)
and placed in a desiccator. The test results are derived from the average of the test results
of the six test samples.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Concrete Internal Humidity

Figure 2 demonstrates the change rule of internal humidity with age for all specimens.
Overall, the change in the internal humidity of concrete can be divided into two stages:
Stage I (rapid decline in humidity) mainly occurs in concrete after pouring for 0–8 days.
In this stage, the humidity in the concrete continued to decline rapidly. Stage II (slowly
decreasing humidity) mainly occurred 8–28 days after concrete casting, in which the rate of
decreasing humidity of concrete decreased and eventually stabilized. This phenomenon
can be explained as follows: In the early age of concrete, the water in concrete was rapidly
consumed due to intense hydration. Meanwhile, the drying effect was intense due to the
large gradient of humidity between the interior and exterior of the concrete. Under the
two effects, the internal humidity of concrete decreases rapidly. With the gradual slowing
down of hydration and decrease in the internal and external humidity gradient, the water
consumption rate in the concrete slowed down, and the concrete humidity decreased at a
lower rate and gradually stabilized. Regarding sealed elements, the elements were sealed
with aluminum foil tape. The water inside the component was not exchanged with the
outside environment, and only the hydration of the cement inside the concrete consumed
the water in the concrete. The hydration of high-strength-grade concrete was more intense
due to its lower water–cement ratio. As a result, the rate of decrease of humidity inside
the concrete increased with the increase in cement strength, and at the age of 28 days, the
humidities of C30, C40, C50, and C60 sealed members were 93, 92, 87, and 85%, respectively.

In drying members, in addition to the consumption of water by the hydration of
cement, the drying action also consumes the water inside the concrete, which makes
the humidity of the concrete decrease faster and the final humidity lower. From the
experimental results, the lower the humidity of the external environment, the stronger the
drying effect and the faster the humidity of concrete decreases. Taking C30 concrete as an
example, when the external humidity was 35, 50, and 65%, the internal humidity of the
concrete specimen was 56, 70, and 74%, respectively, at 28 days.

4.2. Concrete Moisture Diffusion Coefficient

The concrete moisture diffusion coefficients for specimens C30-35, C30-50, C30-65,
C40-35, C40-65, C50-35, C50-50, C60-35, C60-50, C60-65, C30-65-1, C30-65-3, C30-65-6,
C60-65-1, C60-65-3, and C60-65-6 can be calculated using Equations (34) and (35), where
H0, a, b, c, and d represent calculation parameters of the humidity value fitting model
(Equation (35)), and it can be obtained from the results of the fitting tests, as shown in
Table 6. In addition, average fitting error is obtained between the experimental and fitted
values of humidity diffusion at each age of the specimens.
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Table 6. Calculation model parameters.

No. H0 a b c d Average Fitting Error

C30-35 98.7 0.020 8.1 3.8 1.7 1.1%
C30-50 98.5 0.014 7.6 3.5 1.9 0.3%
C30-65 99.0 0.015 16 4.5 2.3 2.1%
C40-35 98.5 0.015 8.5 3.0 2.0 0.9%
C40-50 98.5 0.010 16.0 3.6 2.4 4.6%
C40-65 98.6 0.013 21.0 3.5 2.6 6.5%
C50-35 99.1 0.005 40.0 4.0 2.8 1.4%
C50-50 98.5 0.008 18.0 3.8 2.6 0.7%
C50-65 98.6 0.009 20.0 3.5 2.7 4.1%
C60-35 98.8 0.010 15.0 2.5 2.6 2.9%
C60-50 99.4 0.012 15.0 3.0 2.6 3.1%
C60-65 99.6 0.015 15.0 3.2 2.6 5.2%

C30-65-1 98.5 0.011 15.0 6.0 2.3 6.2%
C30-65-3 99.4 0.010 19.0 6.0 2.3 4.2%
C30-65-6 99.5 0.011 25.0 6.0 2.3 2.2%
C60-65-1 98.5 0.016 10.0 3.0 2.3 0.05%
C60-65-3 99.0 0.016 12.0 4.0 2.3 2.9%
C60-65-6 99.0 0.015 13.0 5.0 2.3 5.6%

Figure 3 shows the variation rule of the moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete
with age under different external environments and strength grades. The test results
reveal that the moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete changes with age. Its age-based
change rule can be divided into three stages. Stage I (rapid decline stage of diffusion
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coefficient): After going through the stage of 100% humidity in the previous period, the
humidity of the concrete starts to decrease rapidly, which is from 0 days to 1 day after
the concrete cures, during which the humidity diffusion coefficient of the concrete rapidly
decreases. Stage II (slow decline stage): this period occurs from 1 day to 8 days after
concrete placement. Stage III (stabilization stage): when the age of concrete exceeds 8 days,
the change of concrete humidity diffusion coefficient is no longer significant for both
ordinary and high-strength concrete.
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The external humidity environment has a significant effect on the moisture diffusion
coefficient of concrete. When the external humidity of concrete is lower, the moisture
diffusion coefficient of concrete is higher. Taking C30 concrete as an example, at the
age of 3 days, the humidity diffusion coefficient of concrete in a 35% external humidity
environment is 110.5 mm2/h. With the increase in external humidity to 50% and 65%,
the humidity diffusion coefficient decreases to 68.9 mm2/h and 53.8 mm2/h, which is a
decrease of 41.6 mm2/h and 56.7 mm2/h, respectively. This phenomenon occurs because
when the concrete is poured, the internal humidity is significantly higher than the external
humidity, and the lower the external humidity, the more significant the drying effect, which
is reflected in the diffusion coefficient, and the higher the diffusion coefficient value. As can
be seen in Figure 4, there is a linear relationship between the moisture diffusion coefficient
of concrete and the external humidity. However, there are differences in the ratio between
them at different strength classes as well as at different ages. In general, the effect of external
humidity on the humidity diffusion coefficient decreases with age and concrete strength.
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Figure 5 shows the moisture diffusion coefficients of C30, C40, C50, and C60 concrete
for different humidity conditions to elucidate the relationship between the moisture diffu-
sion coefficient of concrete and its internal humidity. Noticeably, a satisfactory correlation
exists between the humidity diffusion coefficient of concrete and the relative humidity
inside the concrete. The moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete gradually decreases
when the humidity decreases. The development of the moisture diffusion coefficient of
concrete with humidity can be approximately divided into three stages. When the RH is
>95%, the diffusion coefficient decreases rapidly. When the RH is 80–95%, the diffusion
coefficient decreases slowly. When the RH is <80%, the reduction rate in the humidity
diffusion coefficient decreases significantly. This humidity diffusion coefficient change rule
can be explained as follows: when the humidity is >95%, the water content of concrete is
higher; meanwhile, the water inside the concrete is mainly liquid water. The diffusion of
internal water is also dominated by the evaporation and flow of liquid water, which leads
to a higher humidity diffusion coefficient. When the RH is within 80–95%, the water in the
concrete changes from mainly liquid water to the liquid water–gaseous water state. During
water diffusion, the proportion of gaseous water diffusion gradually increases, which leads
to a decrease in the moisture diffusion coefficient. When the RH is <80%, the water in
the concrete mainly exists in the gaseous state, and the water content is further decreased,
which immensely lowers the value of the diffusion coefficient.
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After obtaining the moisture diffusion coefficient of the concrete, the internal moisture
can be calculated using Equation (29). In this study, the humidity in the middle of the
specimen was determined. Therefore, x = 100 when calculating the internal moisture.
Figures 6 and 7 depict the calculated results of the internal humidity of concrete using
Equation (29) as compared to the test results. Notably, these test results refer to the results
obtained by subtracting the decrease in humidity due to cement hydration (i.e., the humidity
test results of the sealed curing specimens) from the humidity test results of the dry
specimens. The comparison results reveal that the calculated models are largely consistent
with the test results. The average error over the whole age period was approximately
5%. However, while the computational method has better predictions overall, the overall
predictions are not sufficient for earlier ages (up to 2 days). The aforementioned may be
related to the distortion of the model, which is attributable to the insufficient understanding
of the internal humidity of early-age concrete and the selection of the error function.
However, the model can generally predict the internal humidity of concrete satisfactorily,
and the error results in an amplification of the internal gradient of concrete due to diffusion;
thus, the calculation of concrete shrinkage and shrinkage cracking by the humidity is
conservative. Therefore, this type of error is deemed acceptable.
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Figure 6. Comparison of calculated and actual internal humidity values of concrete without constraint
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Figure 7. Comparison of calculated and actual internal humidity values of concrete under constraint
conditions: (a) C30-65-1; (b) C30-65-3; (c) C30-65-6; (d) C60-65-1; (e) C60-65-3; (f) C60-65-6.

4.3. Effect of Concrete Strength on Moisture Diffusion Coefficient

The effect of different concrete strengths on the diffusion coefficient of humidity for the
same external ambient humidity condition is depicted in Figure 8. The diffusion coefficient
versus time curves for different concrete strengths under the same external humidity
conditions reveal that when the concrete strength is higher, the diffusion coefficient under
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the same external humidity conditions is lower. In the early concrete-formation stage, this
difference is quite apparent. This phenomenon is explained below.
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Figure 8. Effect of different concrete strengths on the humidity diffusion coefficient for the same
external ambient humidity: (a) RH = 35%; (b) RH = 50%; (c) RH = 65%.

4.4. Effect of Pore Structure on the Moisture Diffusion Coefficient of Concrete

The pore structure parameters were determined via a mercury pressure test. The
distribution of the microporous structure and pore characterization parameters for each
type of specimen at different ages is depicted in Table 7. The table indicates that in the same
specimen, the pore structure parameters of concrete decrease with age. For example, the
average pore diameter, middle pore diameter, critical diameter, and porosity of the C30-65
specimen obtained at 3 days were 24.45 nm, 65.17 nm, 61.79 nm, and 22.52%, respectively,
which were 5.1 nm, 26.13 nm, 21.29 nm, and 6.20% higher than those at 28 days, respectively.
This phenomenon can be explained as follows: with age, the hydration of cement continues
to develop, and the hydration products gradually fill the voids in the concrete. Meanwhile,
according to capillary tension theory, due to the consumption of water, capillary stress
will be generated on the pore walls in the concrete. Under the action of capillary stress,
the distance between concrete pore walls and micro-cracks decreases, which significantly
contributes to the decrease in pore structure parameters.
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Table 7. Pore characteristic parameters of specimens.

Age (Days) Average Pore
Diameter (nm)

Median Pore
Diameter (nm)

Critical
Diameter of

Capillary (nm)
Porosity (%) D (mm2/h)

C30-65
3 24.45 65.17 61.79 22.52 13.21
7 21.94 46.13 52.30 20.32 10.24
28 19.30 39.04 40.50 16.32 14.92

C30-65-1
3 26.20 76.10 74.12 25.54 12.96
7 24.39 52.88 59.49 24.31 11.75
28 20.58 45.25 52.34 19.21 13.19

C30-65-3
3 30.17 82.02 79.03 27.56 11.22
7 27.41 64.04 66.60 25.64 11.34
28 23.42 59.51 55.07 21.61 15.45

C30-65-6
3 32.26 93.27 89.82 29.97 8.88
7 29.53 78.76 75.43 27.75 13.72
28 26.35 64.83 62.46 23.84 16.31

C60-65
3 21.35 53.61 44.13 21.52 10.08
7 17.41 36.53 29.55 18.47 17.80
28 13.50 30.19 21.23 13.94 28.67

C60-65-1
3 24.87 57.81 53.65 24.83 13.30
7 22.28 43.07 33.95 21.13 20.58
28 17.14 36.83 26.78 17.74 17.25

C60-65-3
3 27.85 66.13 57.29 25.94 11.89
7 24.75 51.46 37.99 22.88 17.49
28 19.10 39.23 31.00 19.01 19.84

C60-65-6
3 30.01 80.45 68.58 27.92 7.88
7 27.20 59.36 46.34 25.15 8.59
28 19.90 45.04 38.91 21.41 12.69

Figure 9 shows the relationship between reinforcement rate and pore structure param-
eters of concrete at 28 days. Noticeably, the pore structure parameters of concrete increase
as the reinforcement ratio increases in concrete specimens of the same strength class. For
example, the porosity of the C30-65 (ρ = 0%) concrete specimen at 28 days was 2.89, 5.29,
and 7.52% lower than that of C30-65-1 (ρ = 0%), C30-65-3 (ρ = 0%), and C30-65-6 (ρ = 0%),
respectively. This phenomenon was also observed in other pore structure parameters as
well as in the specimens of the C60 group. This phenomenon is mainly due to the rein-
forcement hindering the reduction of the pore structure parameters of the concrete due to
capillary pore stresses. At 3 days and 7 days of age, the above laws still hold.

When capillary pore stresses are generated in the internal pore walls of concrete due
to water loss, the capillary stresses will result in a reduction in the pore wall size. In the
restrained specimen, both the capillary stress and the restrained tensile stress generated by
the reinforcement act on the pore wall due to the restraining effect of the reinforcement. The
stress generated by concrete (σsh−x) in the restrained specimen can be expressed as follows:

σsh−x =
Es(1− 2µ)

Es + Ereρ
· 2γ

a0 + kρ
(36)

where σsh−x is the combined capillary pore stress acting on the pore wall, Es is the modulus
of elasticity of concrete, Ere is the modulus of elasticity of steel reinforcement, ρ is the rein-
forcement ratio, µ is the Poisson’s ratio of concrete, and a and γ are calculation parameters.
The above equation shows that the confining stress of the reinforcement increases with
the increase in the reinforcement ratio. In this case, it will decrease the stress ensemble
acting on the pore walls of the concrete. This indicates that the extent of decrease in the
pore structure parameters of the concrete due to the action of capillary stresses decreases as
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the reinforcement ratio increases. This agrees with the experimental results that indicate
that the pore structure size of the specimens increases with increasing reinforcement rate.
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Figure 10 shows the relationship between the concrete pore structure parameters
and the humidity diffusion coefficient, indicating that the humidity diffusion coefficient
increases as the concrete pore structure parameters increase.
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Because pores are the main channel for moisture diffusion in concrete, when the
constraint affects the pore structure of concrete, it also affects its moisture diffusion capacity.
Figure 11 shows the effect of different constraints (reinforcement ratio) on the moisture
diffusion coefficient for the same external ambient humidity and concrete strength. The
curve of the moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete with time shows that the higher the
internal constraint of concrete, the higher the moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete at
the same moment. Taking C30 concrete as an example, the moisture diffusion coefficient
of the C30-65 (ρ = 0%) specimen at the age of 3 days was lower than that of C30-65-1
(ρ = 1.14%), C30-65-3 (ρ = 3.24%), and C30-65-3 (ρ = 6.56%) by 5.80 mm2/h, 34.05 mm2/h,
and 51.13 mm2/h, respectively.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, a method for calculating the internal humidity of concrete using the
concrete humidity diffusion coefficient was theoretically derived. The internal humidity,
pore structure parameters, and mechanical properties of concrete under different strength
classes, curing conditions, and constraints were tested. The test results were used to
investigate the influence laws of these conditions on the concrete humidity and humidity
diffusion coefficient.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results:

1. The internal humidity of concrete varies with age. As the age increases, the internal
humidity of concrete decreases and gradually stabilizes. Due to more intense hydra-
tion, the internal humidity of high-strength concrete decreases more rapidly under
sealed conditions. The internal humidity of specimens under dry conditions decreases
faster than that of sealed specimens due to the drying effect. For the same concrete
strength class, the lower the external humidity and the higher the reinforcement rate,
the faster the internal humidity of the concrete decreases.

2. The moisture diffusion coefficient of concrete can be divided into a rapid decline phase
(0–1 day), a slow decline phase (1–8 days), and a stabilization phase (after 8 days) as
the age increases. Due to the existence of a humidity gradient, the lower the external
environmental humidity, the higher the humidity diffusion coefficient of concrete for
the same concrete strength class and reinforcement ratio, and the two exhibit a linear
relationship. With the increase in age and concrete strength, the influence of external
humidity on the humidity diffusion coefficient of concrete weakens. Meanwhile,
along with the gradual decrease in the internal humidity of concrete, the humidity
diffusion coefficient of concrete also gradually decreases, and it is more difficult for
the water in concrete to be transmitted to the external environment.

3. At the same age, high-strength concrete has smaller pore structure parameters, which
makes transporting water in high-strength concrete difficult. As a result, the moisture
diffusion coefficient of concrete decreases as the concrete strength class increases for
the same external humidity and reinforcement ratio. The method proposed in this
study for calculating the internal humidity of concrete using the humidity diffusion
coefficient is accurate.

4. Reinforcing bars create confining tensile stresses inside the concrete, which changes
the pore structure inside the concrete. For the same concrete strength, the higher the
reinforcement rate, the larger the pore structure parameters of concrete (average pore
diameter, median pore diameter, critical diameter of capillary, and porosity). Because
the pore structure is the main transport channel for water in concrete, the higher the
reinforcement ratio, the greater the moisture diffusion coefficient of the concrete and
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the faster the moisture in the concrete decreases for the same external humidity and
concrete strength.
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